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Introduction

 How to correlate genes based on their expression

 What insights can be gained from these analysis

 How to successfully apply it

 Where to find the coexpression-network
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Why new annotation method?

 All predicted ORFs of A. niger
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 Weak in silico* 
predicted function 

 Hypothetical function

*based on sequence homology

 Wet-Lab proven function

 Excellent in silico* 
prediction of function

 Good in silico* 
predicted function
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Expression Correlation

 Genes with comparable expression pattern are considered to have similar 
biological function

 Over 155 publicly available expression-profiles (microarray) 
 Expression profile for every gene combination was investigated 
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 Genes with comparable expression pattern are considered to have similar 
biological function

 Over 155 publicly available expression profiles (microarray) 
 Expression profile for every gene combination was investigated 

 Spearman-Coefficient with cutoff of > 0.5 was used



Functionally annotate a 
hypothetical gene

 9,597 of the 14,003 predicted 
ORFs are part of the network

 Roughly 4,000,000 correlations 
calculated

 To much information to consider 
everything for every research 
question

 Subnetworks were created
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Functionally annotate a 
hypothetical gene

 Creating Subnetworks for further analysis
 Gene Ontology for fast interpretation
 The hypothetical gene likely plays a similar role as the known ones
 Guilt By Association
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 Wet-Lab proven function
 Excellent in silico* 

prediction of function
 Good in silico* predicted 

function
 Weak in silico* predicted 

function 
 Hypothetical function

*based on sequence homology



Understanding Biology

 Combining Subnetworks to investigate interactions
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Understanding Biology

 Combining Subnetworks to investigate interactions
 Find genes that have a more central role
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Understanding Biology

 Combining Subnetworks to investigate interactions
 Find genes that have a more central role
 Find independent parts of a biological process
 Find highly linked parts of a biological process
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 Schäpe, Kwon et al. 2019
 Investigate regulation of secondary metabolites
 Apply coexpression-network on predicted transcription factors
 Two novel transcription factors regulating 43/45 SM core genes were found 

Understanding Biology: SM
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 Cairns, Feurstein et al. 2019
 Find a target to gene playing a role in morphology (aplD An01g02600)
 Combining coexpression data with gene ontology analysis 
 Mutants showed: swollen tips, higher branching rate, longer hyphae, more 

Understanding Biology: Morphology
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wt mutant



 Paege et al. 2016
 Investigating the mode of action of an antifungal peptide (AnAFP)
 While analyzing expression correlation, links to secondary metabolism 

regulation and starvation appeared
 Further analysis of an internal role of AnAFP is ongoing

Understanding Biology: Antifungals
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FungiDB

 Resource was made to be used by anyone interested
 Publicly available at FungiDB
 “New Search -> Genes -> Transcriptomics -> Microarray Evidence”
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FungiDB

 “New Search -> Genes -> Transcriptomics -> Microarray Evidence”
 “Aspergillus Niger co-expression network (Vera Meyer)”
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FungiDB

 “Aspergillus Niger co-expression network (Vera Meyer)”
 Enter your gene of interest 
 Or the Aspergillus Niger orthologue of your gene of interest
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FungiDB

 A list of all correlating genes will become available for download 
 Or further analysis within FungiDB
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The Meyer Lab

 Technische Universität Berlin – Chair of Applied and Molecular Microbiology
 Lab of Vera Meyer
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 Investigate regulation of secondary metabolites
 Apply coexpression-network on predicted transcription factors
 Two novel transcription factors regulating secondary metabolism were found 

Understanding Biology: SM
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